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Highlights
The vestibular cerebellum integratesmul-
timodal sensory and motor information
with vestibular input to compute internal
models of self-motion.

Adaptive plasticity in the floccular lobe
underlies the vital computation thatmain-
tains vestibulo-ocular reflex calibration to
ensure gaze stability.

The anterior vermis plays a key role in
two essential computations: (i) it trans-
forms head-centered vestibular signals
into the body-centered reference frame
required for postural control, and (ii) it
constructs a prediction of the sensory
consequences of active self-motion.
The vestibular cerebellum plays an essential role in maintaining our balance and
ensuring perceptual stability during activities of daily living. Here I examine three
key regions of the vestibular cerebellum: the floccular lobe, anterior vermis (lob-
ules I–V), and nodulus and ventral uvula (lobules X–IX of the posterior vermis).
These cerebellar regions encode vestibular information and combine it with
extravestibular signals to create internal models of eye, head, and body move-
ments, as well as their spatial orientation with respect to gravity. To account for
changes in the external environment and/or biomechanics during self-motion,
the neural mechanisms underlying these computations are continually updated
to ensure accurate motor behavior. To date, studies on the vestibular cerebellum
have predominately focused on passive vestibular stimulation, whereas in
actuality most stimulation is the result of voluntary movement. Accordingly, I
also consider recent research exploring these computations during active self-
motion and emerging evidence establishing the cerebellum’s role in building
predictive models of self-generated movement.
The nodulus and ventral uvula of the pos-
terior vermis compute an internal repre-
sentation of our spatial orientation and
self-motion relative to gravity.

The internal models underlying each of
these computations are continually up-
dated to account for constraints im-
posed by changes in the environment
and/or neural mechanical dynamics.
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Fundamental neural computations for self-motion
The vestibular system comprises five distinct sensory organs that detect the head’s motion in
three translational and three rotational dimensions to ensure accurate behavior and perceptual
stability. The two otolith organs – the saccule and utricle – sense linear acceleration (i.e., gravity
and translational motion), whereas the three semicircular canals sense angular acceleration.
The receptor cells of the otoliths and semicircular canals send signals via the vestibular nerve to
vestibular nuclei of the brainstem (reviewed in [1,2]). In turn, three main regions of the cerebellar
cortex receive vestibular input from the vestibular nuclei as well as, in one case, directly from pe-
ripheral vestibular nerve afferents (Figure 1A): (i) the floccular lobe, (ii) lobules I–V of the anterior
vermis, and (iii) the nodulus and ventral uvula (lobules X–IX) of the posterior vermis.

Collectively, these regions, herein referred to as the ‘vestibular cerebellum’, play an essential role in
coordinatingmovement and balance during our everyday activities. As a result, patients with cerebel-
lar dysfunction display impairments in balance and postural stability [3–5]. Moreover, in addition to its
well-known contributions to maintaining postural stability and controlling gaze, the vestibular cerebel-
lumplays a key role in our perception of self-motion and spatial orientation. For instance, patientswith
cerebellar loss demonstrate impairments in their ability to navigate through space [6], consistent with
their difficulty in judging distances and scale (dysmetria). In addition, their perception of sustained self-
motion is impaired [7,8]. Patients with cerebellar impairments also display worse head motion detec-
tion thresholds than healthy individuals [9] and comprise perception of verticality relative to the world
[10] characterized by an increased influence of visual versus vestibular cues [11].

Like all regions of the cerebellar cortex, the vestibular cerebellum receives two distinct sources of
input. Mossy fibers originate in diverse sensory and motor regions and innervate granule cells,
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Figure 1. Overview of the vestibular
cerebellum and its circuitry. (A)
Schematic of the vestibular cerebellum
showing the anterior vermis (green),
nodulus and uvula of the posterior vermis
(blue), and flocculonodular lobes (light
red) along the rostral–caudal axis.
Perpendicular to this, along the medial–
lateral axis, the cerebellum can also be
divided into three longitudinal zones,
including the vermis (I–X), intermediate
hemispheres, and lateral hemispheres,
which project to the fastigial, interpositus,
and dentate deep cerebellar nuclei
respectively, as well as to the vestibular
nuclei. The lateral hemispheres are
also commonly referred to as the
cerebrocerebellum. The fastigial deep
cerebellar nucleus and vestibular nuclei
(yellow) receive direct input from the
Purkinje cells of the vestibular cerebellar
cortex. (B) Purkinje cells receive two
specific sources of input each of which
differentially affect the Purkinje cell
responses. Mossy fiber (MF) inputs
act via interneurons to induce high-
frequency simple spike responses. In
contrast, climbing fiber inputs induce
low-frequency complex spikes. Purkinje
cells provide the sole output of the
cerebellar cortex and project to the
deep cerebellar and vestibular nuclei.
Unipolar brush cells, a class of local
circuit neurons that are abundant in the
nodulus/uvula and flocculonodular lobes
are thought to amplify the MF input via
feedforward excitation. (C) Schematic of
an extracellular recording from a Purkinje
cell showing high-frequency simple
spike as well as a complex, climbing
fiber response. Note that climbing fiber
excitation is followed by a pause in
simple spike firing.
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which in turn send their vast parallel fiber projection to synapse on the distal dendrites of Purkinje
cells. Climbing fibers arise from the inferior olivary nucleus and synapse on the proximal dendrites
of Purkinje cells (Figure 1B). Accordingly, Purkinje cells – the sole output of the cerebellar cortex –
fire two types of spikes: simple spikes that are responsible for the majority of their firing activity
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and complex spikes that are far less frequent and are generated by their climbing fiber input
(Figure 1C).

A common principle across the vestibular cerebellum is that vestibular information is integratedwith
extravestibular self-motion cues (e.g., proprioceptive and visual sensory inputs as well as motor
signals). This integration underlies the computation of essential internal models of self-motion for
accurate motor control. These internal models are required to coordinate eye, head, and body
movements in response to unexpected versus expected changes in head motion and to encode
vital information regarding the head’s orientation relative to gravity. Neurophysiological studies
have identified distinct computations in each of these three regions. Floccular lobe Purkinje cells in-
tegrate vestibular with visual signals to calculate an internal model of the eye movements required
for stable gaze (reviewed in [12,13]). Anterior vermis Purkinje cells integrate vestibular with
proprioceptive signals to generate internal models of body versus head movement, essential for
the robust control of posture and balance (reviewed in [1]). The Purkinje cells of the nodulus/ventral
uvula integrate vestibular semicircular canal and otolith signals to compute an internal model of the
head’s position with respect to gravity (reviewed in [14,15]).

Below, I review the vestibular cerebellum from this functional, neural circuit, and neural coding
perspective. I consider the distinct computations performed by each of these three main regions
of the vestibular cerebellar cortex in experiments where vestibular stimulation was passively
applied. However, in everyday life, most vestibular stimulation arises due to our own voluntary
movement. Thus, I also review recent work that has advanced our understanding of how the
cerebellum integrates extravestibular motor and vestibular signals to discriminate actively
generated stimulation (termed ‘vestibular reafference’) from externally applied stimulation (termed
‘vestibular exafference’). To date, our understanding of the vestibular cerebellum is based largely
on studies performed in macaque monkeys and to some extent in humans. Additionally, the
mouse has proved to be an increasingly advantageous model for bridging the gap between
neuronal responses, circuits, and behavior due to advances in genetically engineered mouse
lines. Finally, I consider how the computations performed in each region mediate the long-term
learning required to ensure accurate motor control and perceptual stability during our everyday
activities and consider evidence for predictive models of actively generated self-motion.

The floccular lobe: adaptive plasticity ensures gaze stability
The flocculus and adjoining ventral paraflocculus (i.e., the floccular lobe) are essential for the
motor learning required to keep the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) calibrated across our life
span. The VOR ensures stable gaze during head motion by generating compensatory eye
movements that are equal and opposite to ongoing head movements (Figure 2A, left panel).
Continuous calibration of this vital reflex is required to provide visual stability during our everyday
activities. For example, after putting on a pair of glasses with a new prescription, initially head
motion will result in retinal image motion (Figure 2A, center panel). However, over time, the
VOR is modified to account for the new relationship between eye and head motion (Figure 2A,
right panel). The floccular lobe also plays a key role in mediating the VOR compensation that
occurs following peripheral vestibular loss due to aging, disease, surgery, and/or injury.

Lesions of the floccular lobe impair the adaptive plasticity that underlies VOR motor learning and
compensation across animal species, including humans [16]. In addition, this cerebellar region
plays a more general role in the control of eye movements, including the maintenance of stable
gaze (i.e., gaze holding) and the generation of smooth pursuit and optokinetic eye movements
(reviewed in [17,18]). Accordingly, patients with cerebellar disease affecting the floccular lobe dis-
play deficits in gaze stability during their everyday activities (reviewed in [1]). Targeted lesions in
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Figure 2. Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) motor learning and computations underlying gaze stability. (A) Schematic of a training paradigm in primates designed to
induce an increase in VOR gain. Initially, the VOR gain is∼1 (eyesmovewith the same amplitude but in the opposite direction from the head). The subject thenwears 2×magnifying
spectacles, which initially cause retinal image slip in the direction opposite that of headmotion. Over time, this visual error signal induces an increase in VOR gain, and as a result the
retinal image slip is reduced. (B) Two pathways control the gain of the VOR. First, the direct reflex pathway (red) comprises a three-neuron arc: vestibular afferents project to
vestibular nuclei neurons that in turn project to the eye muscle motoneurons. This direct pathway is paralleled by an inhibitory side loop (blue) through the floccular lobe. As a
result, the total gain is determined by the net drive from these two pathways. During visually induced VOR motor learning, climbing fibers encode a visual error signal, which
induces learning at the synapses of vestibular parallel fibers onto the Purkinje cells (red star). Then, over time, motor learning is consolidated via modification of synapses in the
target neurons of the vestibular nuclei (green star). (C) Schematic diagram of the inverse model of eye movement generation in the floccular lobe. Its drive must be matched to
that of premotor centers, such as the burst-tonic (BT) neurons of the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (PH) controlling the direct VOR, to generate the proper net command to
drive motoneurons (MNs) and account for the biomechanics of the eye plant. (D) Because mossy fiber projections to the floccular lobe encode eye movement as well as
vestibular information, it has been proposed that the floccular lobe could serve as a ‘forward’ as well as an inverse model.
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monkeys further suggest that the relative contribution of the ventral paraflocculus may be more
significant than that of the flocculus in mediating VOR motor learning [19].

Like all regions of the cerebellar cortex, the floccular lobe receives two major sources of input:
mossy fiber and climbing fiber inputs (Figure 1B). Mossy fiber projections to the floccular lobe
originate in a variety of nuclei in the oculomotor and vestibular brainstem nuclei and predominately
encode vestibular and eye movement information [20,21], whereas its climbing fiber inputs orig-
inate in the inferior olive and predominately relay image motion on the retina (retinal slip) to the
floccular lobe [22]. Mossy fiber projections from the dorsolateral pontine nuclei also relay visual
information to the floccular lobe (reviewed in [17]), consistent with it playing a key role, together
with the cerebellar oculomotor vermis, in the control of visually driven eye movements, as has
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been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere [17,18]. Indeed, the commands that drive these visu-
ally driven eye movements can be used to cancel the VOR when the behavioral goal is to redirect
rather than stabilize gaze. Because the eye movement produced by the VOR keeps gaze station-
ary relative to the world, it must be overridden (‘canceled’) to redirect gaze in the direction of on-
going head motion [23].

VOR motor learning and computations underlying gaze stability
For the past half-century, research on the floccular lobe has been pivotal in advancing our under-
standing of the fundamental mechanisms that govern cerebellar motor learning. David Marr [24]
and James Albus [25] initially proposed an influential theoretical model of the cerebellum. This
model hypothesized that sensorimotor learning was driven by error signals carried by climbing-
fibers that, in turn, induced synaptic plasticity at the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapses. It further
posited that climbing fibers signal movement errors that, in turn, reduce the strength of the parallel
fiber–Purkinje cell synapses. Since then, numerous groups have leveraged the well-characterized
circuitry that generates the VOR to test theMarr-Albusmodel and have significantly advanced our
understanding of the neural mechanisms that underlie cerebellar learning.

Our current knowledge of the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the adaptive plasticity
compensation of the VOR has greatly benefited from different animal models, spanning from
the Xenopus tadpole to the monkey (reviewed in [26]). Figure 2B illustrates the two main parallel
pathways that mediate the VOR. First, a direct pathway comprising a three-neuron arc is shown;
vestibular afferents send head motion signals to vestibular nuclei neurons that, in turn, directly
project to extraocular motoneurons. The second pathway is mediated by projections from the
vestibular nuclei to the cerebellar floccular lobe, which are subsequently followed by projections
from Purkinje cells in the floccular lobe directly back to the vestibular nuclei. This pathway effec-
tively creates an ‘adjustable gain’ side loop that regulates the gain of the VOR [27–29]. An early
study in the rabbit [30] aimed to directly test Marr-Albus’s theoretical model by leveraging this
well-characterized circuitry. Consistent with the Marr-Albus model, the authors experimentally
demonstrated that stimulation of the climbing fiber input to the flocculus reduced the strength
of the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapse when parallel fibers were simultaneously activated. Spe-
cifically, climbing fiber spiking induced profound depolarization in target Purkinje cells that re-
sulted in long-term depression (LTD) and induction of plasticity in parallel fiber–Purkinje cell
synapses. An earlier publication [22] showed, additionally, that individual floccular climbing fibers
signal retinal image motion. Importantly, this latter result established that climbing fiber input in-
deed provides a visual error signal. Consequently, floccular climbing fibers signal when the
VOR is no longer compensatory, consistent with the predictions of the Marr-Albus model.

Collectively, these and related findings led to the prevailing view that visual error induces a mod-
ification in the strength of the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapses (Figure 2B, red star). In turn, this
resultant change in synaptic strength alters the contribution of the indirect VOR pathway. Indeed,
investigations in transgenic mice lacking key elements of the signaling pathways required for LTD
have confirmed its role in cerebellar plasticity (reviewed in [31,32]). However, more recent studies
have served to further refine our understanding of the cellular mechanisms underlying cerebellar
VOR motor learning (Box 1). Notably, while climbing fiber-induced weakening of parallel fiber–
Purkinje cell synapses (LTD) leads to a VOR gain increase, climbing fiber-induced strengthening
of this same synapse can lead to a VOR gain decrease. Additionally, synergistic plasticity at other
synapses within granular and molecular layers of the floccular lobe as well as vestibular nuclei can
further optimize learning and behavior (reviewed in [33,34]). Last, plasticity at the level of the
vestibular nuclei is thought to be largely responsible for the long-term consolidation of motor
learning. Specifically, gain changes, which are initially stored in the floccular cerebellum during
Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 5
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Box 1. Cellular mechanisms underlying cerebellar VOR motor learning

The long-standing view is that LTD at the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapse is the principal form of plasticity mediating
VOR motor learning. However, other forms of plasticity also make substantive contributions. Electrophysiological experi-
ments have established that long-term potentiation (LTP) as well as LTD can be induced at parallel fiber–Purkinje cell syn-
apses [109,110]. Furthermore, the induction of synaptic plasticity at other synapses within granular andmolecular layers of
the floccular lobe (reviewed in [33,34]) can work in a coordinated manner with the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell LTD to en-
hance VORmotor learning. As a result, VORmotor learning deficits, although present, are not complete in transgenic mice
with impaired cerebellar LTD [111,112], and VOR motor learning can still occur in the absence of complex spiking in
Purkinje cells [113,114].

Mechanistically distinct plasticity pathways within the flocculus also play differential roles in producing learned increases
versus decreases in VOR gain (reviewed in [35]). Cerebellar LTD at the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapse mediates in-
creases in VOR gain, whereas LTP of the same synapse can mediate decreases in VOR gain [111,115–117]. Furthermore,
gain decrease learning produces relatively small changes in simple spike activity [46,118,119], suggesting that climbing
fiber signaling preferentially influences plasticity at the level of the vestibular and cerebellar nuclei, rather than at the parallel
fiber–Purkinje cell synapse. Indeed, mutant mice with both impaired cerebellar LTD and LTP can produce gain decrease
but not gain increase learning [116]. Such underlying mechanistic differences can account for several experimental obser-
vations, including the finding that VOR gain decrease learning decays more slowly [120], is less easily reversed [121], and
displays more specificity for the training frequency [122,123] than gain increase learning.

Finally, in addition to themultiple sites andmechanisms of plasticity within the cerebellar flocculus, plasticity at downstream
sites within the vestibular nuclei also ultimately shapes VOR motor performance. In vitro studies have demonstrated that
either LTD or LTP can be induced in the vestibular nuclei, depending on membrane potential and/or stimulation conditions
[124,125]. Moreover, behaviorally relevant patterns of vestibular nerve activation can produce LTD at the afferent–
vestibular nuclei neuron synapse in alert monkeys [126]. Plasticity within the vestibular nuclei also makes substantive
contributions to the VOR motor learning required to compensate for the loss of vestibular nerve input [127]. Such loss
of vestibular sensory input also evokes rapid homeostatic plasticity that unmasks and upweights extravestibular signals
such as neck proprioceptive and efference copy signals in the vestibular nuclei during active behaviors [70,128–130].
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motor learning, subsequently drive the formation of long-term synaptic changes at the level of the
vestibular nuclei (Figure 2B, green star). This proposal – termed the ‘transfer or ‘consolidation
hypothesis’ – is consistent with existing inactivation and lesion studies (reviewed in [35]). Compu-
tational modeling studies have provided a powerful means to investigate the properties that
emerge from the dynamic interplay of the multiple forms of plasticity observed across different
sites within the floccular cerebellum during VOR motor learning [36,37].

In the context of VORmotor learning, it is further noteworthy that climbing fibers appear to convey
nonvisual as well as visual signals to the flocculus. In particular, there is evidence that climbing
fibers transmit vestibular signals and/or motor efference copy signals (e.g., [38–40]) that elicit
robust modulation in Purkinje cell responses [41]. Thus, the error signals guiding VOR motor
learning are most likely multimodal; however, implications of this possibility are not yet well under-
stood. Furthermore, recent investigations have established that the climbing fiber-induced com-
plex spikes in floccular Purkinje cells are not binary events, as has been generally assumed, but
are instead graded in nature. Increased complex spike duration has been reported to correlate
with higher single-trial plasticity [42]. This result is interesting because an increase in duration
would theoretically lead to more calcium entry into Purkinje cells, producing larger synaptic
depression and ultimately stronger learning (reviewed in [43]).

Internals models of eye movement and neural coding strategies
At a functional and computational level, the cerebellum is generally considered to be essential for
the computation of ‘internal models’ required for accurate behavior during self-motion. In re-
sponse to passively applied vestibular stimulation, it has been proposed that floccular Purkinje
cells encode a neural representation of eye movements consistent with a class of internal models
called ‘inversemodels’ (reviewed in [13,44]). Inversemodels account for themotor command that
is required to generate a particular movement. Floccular Purkinje cells project directly to neurons
6 Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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in the vestibular nuclei that in turn project to eyemusclemotoneurons. Thus, the simple spike out-
put of floccular Purkinje cells is required to match the dynamics of the brainstem premotor circuits
and biomechanics of the eyeball – together referred to as the ‘oculomotor plant’ to generate ac-
curate compensatory VOR eyemovements. Thus, it has been proposed that the indirect pathway
through the flocculus encodes an inverse model of these ‘plant’ dynamics (Figure 2C) (see [13]).
However, the situation is more complex because, as reviewed above, mossy fiber projections to
the floccular lobe encode eye movement as well as vestibular information. For this reason, it has
been argued that the floccular lobe could serve as a ‘forward’ as well as an inverse model (Figure
2D and [12,13]). Forward models make predictions of the expected sensory input based on
estimates of the motor commands that have been sent to the muscles. Theoretically, the
difference between this prediction and the actual sensory feedback can be calculated to compute
a ‘sensory prediction error signal’. Such an error signal could be used to update the VOR
command generated by the primary brainstem pathway via floccular Purkinje cell projections
onto vestibular nuclei.

To date, most studies have focused on the responses of individual floccular Purkinje cells. How-
ever, several recent studies have investigated how the patterning of action potentials across pop-
ulations of neurons influences coding and motor performance. Indeed, there is long-standing
evidence for synchronous firing in the cerebellum; the climbing fiber input to the cerebellum is
well synchronized [45], and Purkinje cell simple spiking can be synchronized in vivo [46,47]. More-
over, the level of synchronization across Purkinje cells can alter the action potential timing and
patterning of their target neurons in the deep cerebellar and vestibular nuclei (reviewed in [48]).
A recent study reported that the vestibular and eye movement information encoded by individual
Purkinje cells is invariant to changes in spike irregularity induced by optogenetic stimulation [49].
However, at the population level, a negative interaction has been reported between induction of
synchronized Purkinje cell firing via optogenetics and coding fidelity [50]. Future studies will be re-
quired to understand the population response of floccular Purkinje cells and how it contributes to
optimizing VOR motor learning.

The anterior vermis: lobules I–V of the cerebellum
Lobules I–V of the anterior vermis are involved in two essential computations. First, this region
transforms the vestibular signals experienced during self-motion from the head-centered reference
frame of the vestibular sensory organs, as the semicircular canals and otoliths are in the head, into
the body-centered reference frame required for accurate postural control. Second, it plays a critical
role in distinguishing self-generated from externally applied vestibular inputs. In everyday life, our
vestibular system is simultaneously activated by stimuli that result from changes in the external
world (exafference) and those that are the result of our ownmotor actions (reafference). The brain’s
ability to distinguish between vestibular exafference and reafference is essential for both perceptual
stability and for accurate motor control. Patients with cerebellar disease affecting the anterior ver-
mis display symptoms consistent with disruption of these two computations, including postural im-
balance, unsteady gait, and impaired motor coordination [4,5,51,52].

Mossy fiber inputs to the anterior vermis originate in vestibular, cuneate, and other brainstem nu-
clei and robustly drive Purkinje cell simple spike activity in response to vestibular and propriocep-
tive stimulation (reviewed in [2]). Cutaneous stimulation can evoke complex spikes in Purkinje cells
[53], but whether vestibular inputs can similarly drive complex spikes is not known. Anterior ver-
mis Purkinje cells, in turn, directly project to both the vestibular nuclei and the rostral portion of the
fastigial nucleus – the most medial of the deep cerebellar nuclei. Accordingly, targeted lesions of
the rostral fastigial nucleus in monkeys produce impaired postural control and balance [54–56],
consistent with what is observed in patients with compromised anterior vermis function.
Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 7
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Transformation of head-centered vestibular signals into a body-centered referenced frame
Vestibular spinal reflexes are essential for generating postural adjustments to ensure the mainte-
nance of balance and posture during our everyday activities. Importantly, however, these path-
ways must account for the head’s position relative to the body in order to generate the
appropriate postural control commands. To account for head position, the brain integrates
neck proprioceptive information with vestibular input. This integration results in the transformation
of head-centered vestibular information into a body-centric reference frame (reviewed in [57]). The
anterior vermis plays an essential role in the computations that underlie this required transforma-
tion. Inhibition of cerebellar vermis function impairs the normal modulation of vestibulospinal path-
ways that occurs to account for changes in the head’s position relative to the body [3,58].
Moreover, single-unit recording studies in both cats and monkeys have shown that the simple
spike activity of most anterior vermis Purkinje cells encodes both vestibular and neck propriocep-
tive-related information [59,60].

Recent studies in primates have further established how these two streams of sensory informa-
tion are ultimately transformed into an estimate of body motion (Figure 3A). Anterior vermis
Purkinje cells respond to vestibular and neck proprioceptive stimulation with considerable hetero-
geneity (Figure 3B, gray shading [60]) and encode an intermediate representation of self-motion
between head and body motion. In contrast, their target neurons in the deep cerebellar nuclei
fall into two discrete classes, termed ‘unimodal’ versus ‘bimodal’, that unambiguously encode
distinct representations of head versus body motion, respectively [61–63] (Figure 3B, compare
magenta and orange with gray shaded areas). Furthermore, the vestibular and proprioceptive re-
sponses of Purkinje cells and deep cerebellar nuclei neurons both show tuning as a function of
static head position (Figure 3C). Computational approaches have demonstrated that responses
of ∼40 anterior vermis Purkinje cells can explain the fully transformed responses of body motion
encoding neurons in the deep cerebellar nuclei (Figure 3A [60]). Interestingly, such a convergence
ratio is consistent with the results of prior estimates based on anatomical analyses [48,64]. It is
likely that the heterogeneity of Purkinje cell responses to vestibular and/or neck proprioceptive
stimulation constitutes a basis set for sensorimotor errors that provides the plasticity required
to generate accurate movements [65] as well as ensure robust calibration over time.

An internal model that predicts the sensory consequences of active self-motion
The anterior vermis is also involved in a second essential computation, namely the construction of
an internal model that predicts the sensory consequences of actively generated self-motion. In
everyday life, our sensory systems are simultaneously activated by stimuli that result from
changes in the external world (i.e., exafference) and by stimuli that are the result of our own
motor actions (i.e., reafference). This fact has implications for the vestibular system, where the
ability to distinguish between expected vestibular reafference and exafference is critical for ensur-
ing postural and perceptual stability. This is because, although robust vestibulospinal reflexes are
essential for stabilizing our balance in response to unexpected vestibular stimuli, these same re-
flexes would be counterproductive if they remained intact when our behavioral goal is to instead
move through space.

Indeed, the vestibular responses of neurons at the first central stage of processing in
vestibulospinal reflexes (i.e., the ‘vestibular-only’ or ‘VO’ neurons of the vestibular nuclei) are
markedly suppressed (∼70–80%) during active movements. Over the past several decades, a
systematic series of studies have been performed where the correspondence between intended
and actual head movement was experimentally controlled (Figure 4A). Taken together, this work
has established that this reafferent vestibular suppression only occurs when the brain’s estimate
(internal model) of the expected proprioceptive consequences of active self-motion matches the
8 Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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Figure 3. The neural encoding of bodymotion: the integration of vestibular and neck proprioceptive signals. (A)
Schematic of the proposedmechanisms for vestibular–neck convergence in the anterior vermis of the cerebellum, which then
projects to the rostral fastigial nucleus (see text for details). (B) Scatterplot of the relationship between the head and body
sensitivity ratios of anterior vermis Purkinje cells [60] versus unimodal and bimodal rostral fastigial nucleus neurons [61].
Orange versus magenta stars indicate ideal encoding of body versus head movement in space, respectively. (C)
Cerebellar processing of both neck proprioceptive and vestibular inputs is characterized by a nonlinear operation in which
head-on-body position modulates the gain of vestibular and dynamic neck proprioceptive responses. These two inputs
sum linearly on rostral fastigial nucleus neurons during combined stimulation, and because a given neuron has similar
tuning to both sensory inputs, it encodes body motion relative to space.
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actual sensory proprioceptive feedback that is experienced, as is the case during normal volun-
tary self-motion (Figure 4B, left yellow box; for review, see [1,66]).

What is the source of the cancelation signal required to suppress neurons at the first stage of cen-
tral processing in vestibulospinal reflexes (Figure 4B, red line)? Vestibular afferents are not a can-
didate, because they faithfully relay information to these neurons during activemovements (Figure
4A, third row), including locomotion [67–70]. In fact, their coding is identical in passive and active
Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 9
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Figure 4. Computations that suppress
the encoding of active self-motion. (A)
Vestibular nuclei vestibular-only (VO)
neurons but not vestibular afferents display
attenuated responses to active versus
passive self-motion. The first three columns
compare a typical vestibular afferent’s
versus VO neuron’s responses during
passive, active, and simultaneous active
and passive self-motion. In the latter
condition, head-in-space motion equals the
sum of the passive rotation generated by
the turntable and voluntary head-on-body
movements. Although afferents encode
total head motion (black superimposed
traces), VO neurons selectively encoded
the passive component of the motion (blue
superimposed traces). The fourth column
illustrates an experiment in which the
vestibular feedback of an active movement
is canceled by passively counterrotating the
whole body in real time via a servo loop.
In this condition, there is no head
motion, so the afferent is unresponsive as
expected. However, because there is a
match between actual and expected
proprioceptive input, VO neurons encode a
negative image of expected vestibular
feedback (bottom right). This negative
image can be predicted by the
suppression observed during active
movements (red superimposed trace). (B)
Current model of the proposed
mechanisms for the computation of
vestibular exafference. Neck proprioceptive
inputs are compared with the expected
sensory consequence of neck motor
command (internal model) in a putative
matching center in the cerebellum. If these
signals match, a cancelation signal is sent
to VO neurons in the vestibular nuclei to
remove exafference. In turn, vestibular
thalamocortical pathway neurons also
selectively encode unexpected motion
(bottom right box). Abbreviations: DCN,
deep cerebellar nuclei; PIVC, parieto-insular
vestibular cortex; rFN, rostral fastigial
nucleus; VIP, ventral intraparietal area; VN,
vestibular nuclei.
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conditions. Instead, there is emerging evidence that predictive cerebellum-based mechanisms
mediate the observed reafferent vestibular suppression. First, neurons in the rostral portion of
the most medial deep cerebellar nucleus (the fastigial nucleus) demonstrate suppressed modula-
tion for active versus passive vestibular stimulation [61,71]. Overall, the level of suppression is
comparable to that of VO neurons of the vestibular nuclei (Figure 4B, bottom right box). Second,
both the vestibular and fastigial nuclei receive direct projections from anterior vermis Purkinje
cells. Third, the anterior vermis receives motor-related information from areas including the pri-
mary motor cortex (Figure 4B [72]), in addition to the vestibular and proprioceptive sensory inputs
detailed above. It is further noteworthy that posterior thalamocortical vestibular pathway neurons
also selectively encode unexpected passive self-motion, most likely as a result of this cerebellum-
10 Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx
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based computation (Figure 4B, top right box [73]). The selective coding of exafference in the
thalamocortical vestibular pathway, which is even more pronounced (Figure 4B, bottom right
inset), likely provides a neural correlate for ensuring perceptual stability during active versus exter-
nally generated motion.

Finally and importantly, the anterior vermis-based internal model predicting the sensory conse-
quences of active motion also allows the motor system to learn to expect unexpected sensory
inputs if they persist to remain calibrated over time (see [74,75] for review). Taken together, cur-
rent understanding of the anterior vermis is consistent with a class of internal model called a ‘for-
ward model’ (Figure 4B). Forward models account for the causal relationship between the
generated motor command and the sensory consequences of the action. Thus, in this context,
the anterior vermis computes a forward internal model of the expected sensory consequences
of active self-motion.

Nodulus/uvula of the posterior cerebellar vermis
The nodulus and ventral uvula (lobules X–IX) of the posterior cerebellar vermis integrate vestibular
afferent input from the semicircular canals and otoliths to compute a representation of our self-
motion relative to gravity (reviewed in [76,77]). Lesions of this cerebellar region produce impair-
ments in the 3D orientation of vestibular-induced eye movements relative to gravity. In the case
of healthy monkeys, an eye movement, termed the ‘postrotatory response’, occurs when there
is a sudden cessation of constant velocity head motion. The offset of head motion produces a
VOR response that mirrors the initial response to the onset of rotation but is in the opposite direc-
tion. When the head’s orientation is altered relative to space, this response normally serves to re-
align the eyes relative to gravity. However, in monkeys with lesions of the nodulus and ventral
uvula, this compensatory gravity-dependent response is absent [78–80].

The nodulus and ventral uvula are unique among regions of the vestibular cerebellum in that they
receive substantial vestibular input directly from the afferents; both otolith and canal afferents send
directmossy fiber projections [81,82]. Thus, this region receivesmossy fiber inputs transmitting signals
directly from single vestibular sensory organs in addition to integrated vestibular input [83–85] from the
vestibular nuclei [86]. Nodulus and ventral uvula Purkinje cells also respond to proprioceptive stimula-
tion, indicating that mossy fibers relay proprioceptive as well as vestibular signals to this region [87]. In
contrast, climbing fibers relay full-field visual motion information to the nodulus and ventral uvula. This
visual input is encoded in a coordinate frame aligned with that of the three semicircular canal axes
(reviewed in [88]). In turn, Purkinje cells of the nodulus and ventral uvula, like those of the anterior ver-
mis, directly target neurons in both the vestibular nuclei and the rostral portion of the fastigial nucleus.

Computing an internal representation of spatial orientation and self-motion relative to gravity
The nodulus and ventral uvula play an important role in computing the brain’s representation of our
orientation relative to gravity by transforming self-motion signals from a head reference frame to an
Earth reference frame. In this context, it is important to emphasize that there is no individual sensory
input to the brain that itself encodes gravity. This is because the otolith afferents encode the linear
forces produced during tilts and translations, which are physically indistinguishable from each
other, as indicated by Einstein’s equivalence principle. Thus, the otolith afferents transmit ambigu-
ous information to the brain (reviewed in [1,76]). However, head tilts, unlike head translations, com-
prise head rotations that will activate the semicircular canal as well as otolith afferents. As a result,
the brain can combine otolith and canal signals to distinguish head tilts from head translations.

Theoretically, translation information can be computed by subtracting tilt position information
originating in the semicircular canals from the net gravitoinertial acceleration signal that is
Trends in Neurosciences, Month 2023, Vol. xx, No. xx 11
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encoded by the otolith input (reviewed in [14]). The nodulus and ventral uvula are thought to play
an essential role in this computation. Single-unit recordings in primates have provided insights
into the signal processing in the nodulus and ventral uvula; simple spike activity of many neurons
is influenced by static roll tilt indicative of input from otolith pathways [87,89–91]. As illustrated in
Figure 5A, some nodulus/ventral uvula Purkinje cells selectively encode head tilts [92,93],
whereas others selectively encode head translations [91]. Furthermore, Purkinje cell responses
resemble those of otolith afferents following the ablation of canal function. Overall, the dynamic
responses of tilt-selective cells predominately encode tilt velocity, whereas those of translation-
selective cells predominately encode linear acceleration [92]. In primates, the distributions of
TrendsTrends inin NeurosciencesNeurosciences

Figure 5. Computing an interna
representation of spatial orientation
and self-motion relative to gravity. (A
Schematic of three hypothetical Purkinje
cells sensitive to tilt, translation, and net
acceleration. The tilt-sensitive Purkinje cel
responds robustly to tilt while showing
minimal sensitivity to translation, whereas
the translation-sensitive Purkinje cel
responds robustly to translation while
showing minimal sensitivity to tilt. Note
that the response of each neuron is wel
predicted by its sensitivity to tilt and
translation, respectively, in the combined
conditions (i.e., during the tilt + translation
vs. tilt − translation conditions, where
net acceleration is double vs. nulled,
respectively). In contrast, the net
acceleration-sensitive neuron is strongly
modulated by the net acceleration
produced in all four conditions. (B
Percentage distributions of tilt, translation
versus net acceleration neurons in
the nodulus and ventral uvula, versus
target neurons in deep cerebellar (rostra
fastigial) and vestibular nuclei. (C
Schematic diagram of the computation
thought to solve the tilt/translation
ambiguity problem, where (∫) represents
temporal integration. Abbreviations: NU,
nodulus/ventral uvula; rFN, rostral fastigia
nucleus; VN, vestibular nuclei.
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Outstanding questions
Recent studies have provided key
insights into how the vestibular
cerebellum integrates sensory infor-
mation to perform fundamental neural
computations during passively applied
self-motion. Yet, our understanding of
these computations for actively gener-
ated self-motion is surprisingly limited.
How does the vestibular cerebellum
process self-motion information during
voluntary movements? How do com-
putations differ across regions?

Purkinje cells fire both climbing fiber
spikes and simple spikes. Climbing fiber
spikes are thought to encode error
signals that are essential for motor
learning. How do the error signals
encoded across different regions of the
vestibular cerebellum complement their
specific computations?

We have a fundamental understanding of
the synaptic mechanisms in the flocculus
that underlie VOR motor learning.
However, the mechanisms underlying
plasticity likely vary across cerebellar
regions. What synaptic mechanisms
function to ensure the maintenance of
postural and perceptual stability within
other essential regions of the vestibular
cerebellum, notably the anterior and
posterior vermis?

Behavior ultimately requires the coordi-
nated activity of populations of Purkinje
and cerebellar output neurons; yet, most
studies to date have focused on the
responses of single neurons. How do
the large-scale dynamics of population
activity, especially across the different
regions of the vestibular cerebellum,
shape behavior, and what computations
are performed at the population level?

Purkinje cells in the lateral cerebellum
encode reward signals as well as
sensorimotor information. However,
it is not known how vestibular and
extravestibular sensorimotor information
and reward signals are integrated in
this evolutionarily more recent part of
the cerebellum during self-motion.
How does reward-related information
modulate vestibular processing at the
single-cell and population levels?

The posterior and anterior vestibular
thalamocortical pathways transmit self-
motion information to cortical regions
that mediate high-level functions such as
neurons that encode tilts, translations, and linear forces are comparable for both Purkinje cells in
the nodulus/ventral uvula and neurons in the deep cerebellar and vestibular nuclei that are their
targets ([94] and Figure 5B).

Figure 5C illustrates a representation of the computation thought to solve the tilt/translation am-
biguity problem. However, how the brain computes a translation signal remains an open ques-
tion. One proposal is that the signal is computed by subtracting the gravity signal from the
otolith input [14,92]. If this is the case, it would be necessary to temporally integrate the output
of tilt Purkinje cells (i.e., angular velocity to position). Recent studies in the mouse, however, sug-
gest that canal- and otolith-related information is actually temporally well matched for individual
Purkinje cells [95,96], leading to the proposal that the required alignment may be done upstream
by interneurons in the cerebellar cortex [e.g., molecular layer interneurons, unipolar brush cells
(UBCs)]. UBCs are found in especially high density in the vestibular cerebellum and effectively
form a processing layer prior to the well-studied granule cells. Rather than integrating multiple in-
puts such as granule cells [97,98], UBCs process direct versus indirect vestibular inputs via two
segregated pathways [99]. Overall, nodulus and ventral uvula Purkinje cells appear to have sub-
stantially more complex responses in mice than in monkeys, with most cells displaying some sen-
sitivities to both tilt and translation. This suggests that if the complete dissociation of tilt from
translation ever occurs in the mouse brain, it happens downstream of nodulus/ventral uvula,
such as in the neurons that they target in the deep cerebellar and vestibular nuclei. Further
work will be required to understand the implications of the segregation of primary and secondary
vestibular input in this circuit, as well as the apparent differences observed across species.

The neural encoding of active self-motion
As we actively interact with our environment during our everyday activities, self-motion cues are
provided by proprioceptive, tactile, and visual systems and motor-related signals, as well as by
the vestibular system. Yet, to date, relatively little is known about how nodulus and ventral
uvula Purkinje cells integrate these extravestibular cues during active self-motion. A study in freely
moving rats [100] identified twomain populations of Purkinje cells: (i) one that combined canal and
otolith information to encode a tilt-dependent representation of active head rotation and (ii) a sec-
ond that encoded active head rotation about an axis defined relative to gravity. Overall, the au-
thors concluded that these Purkinje cells effectively provide a ‘re-encoded, gravitationally
polarized’ representation of self-generated head kinematics. The study further reported that neu-
rons were, on average, less responsive to active than to passive self-motion. However, method-
ological considerations limit the ability to draw firm conclusions regarding encoding of head
rotation in relation to gravity, particularly the unmatched dynamics for active versus passive
movements. Thus, future work is required to more fully understand how the nodulus/ventral
uvula encodes active versus passive self-motion (see Outstanding questions).

Concluding remarks
Significant advances have beenmade in our understanding of computations performedby the ves-
tibular cerebellum during self-motion. Neurophysiological and theoretical studies, focused on the
responses of Purkinje cells during passive self-motion, have established that the vestibular cerebel-
lum computes internal models that are essential for ensuring the maintenance of accurate motor
control. Recent studies have further provided key insights into how cerebellar processing modifies
and shapes descending pathways to optimize performance during active self-motion. This latter
line of research has revealed that the vestibular vermis computes a forward internal model of the
expected sensory consequences of voluntarily generated head movements. Abstract algorithmic
approaches have been used to model how the brain may theoretically integrate sensory and
motor information (e.g., [15,101]). Nonetheless, current understanding of the neural computations
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the computation of spatial orientation and
perception of self-motion. How do the
computations that are performed by the
vestibular cerebellum shape upstream
processing?
carried out by the vestibular cerebellum during active movements remains far from complete
(see Outstanding questions). For example, recent human studies using externally applied galvanic
stimulation of the vestibular sensors suggest that vestibular balance stabilizing mechanisms are
systematically modulated during locomotion throughout the gait cycle [102,103]. The application
of transcranial alternating current stimulation has further provided evidence that the vestibular–
cerebellar network plays a central role in this modulation [104]. However, single-unit experiments
will be necessary to establish underlying neural computations.

To maintain calibration over time, the internal models of the vestibular cerebellum must be contin-
ually updated to accommodate new constraints imposed by changes in the external environment
and biomechanical dynamics (such as changes in load or muscle state [71]). It is currently an open
question whether and how the rules underlying synaptic plasticity differ across regions. Although
we have a deep understanding of adaptive plasticity in the flocculus, much less is known about
the vermis. It has been reported, for instance, that associative plasticity is characterized by much
broader temporal tuning in the anterior vermis than in the flocculus [105], but further work on the
vermis is needed. Additionally, the more recently evolved lateral regions of cerebellar cortex
(Figure 1: cerebrocerebellum) integrate reward signals with sensorimotor inputs. However, whether
and how these signals are integrated during self-motion is currently largely unknown.

Finally, recent innovations in high-density silicon probes are poised to rapidly advance our under-
standing of how large-scale population dynamics shape behavior. For example, the anterior
vermis exhibits zebrin-negative expression associated with temporal coding, whereas the poste-
rior vermis exhibits zebrin-positive expression, associated with rate coding [106]. Given that both
regions project downstream to the same deep cerebellar nucleus (i.e., fastigial) and that behavior
requires the coordinated activity of populations of cerebellar neurons, understanding the large-
scale dynamics of population activity across the vestibular cerebellum is an exciting avenue for
future research. Moreover, the vestibular nuclei and cerebellar nuclei send direct projections
to the ventral posterior lateral thalamus (VPL), which projects to cortical areas involved in self-
motion processing (reviewed in [107]). VPL neuron responses to self-motion are markedly sup-
pressed during active motion [108] in a manner consistent with a cerebellum-based forward
model (Figure 4B). These observations lead to one of the fundamental and largely unexplored
questions in vestibular research: how does the vestibular cerebellum shape our sense of agency
during self-motion?
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